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Hotel Overview 
[Hotel Name]  Nagoya Prince Hotel Sky Tower 
[Address]  4-60-12 Hiraike-cho, Nakamura-ku, Nagoya 
[Floor Composition] Floors 31 through 36 of Global Gate 
[Total Floor Area]  Approx. 12,400m2 
[# of Guest Rooms] 170 
[URL]   http://www.princehotels.com/nagoya/ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
    Company Overview     

 
Prince Hotels, Inc. is a core affiliate of Seibu Holdings Inc., one of Japan’s leading hotel and leisure 
enterprises with 57 domestic and overseas member companies chiefly representing the urban transportation 
and wayside facility, hotel and leisure and real estate businesses. 
 
Prince Hotels provides unique services refined over the years based on the Japanese take on “the spirit and 
skill of hospitality” through the 43 facilities (Nagoya Prince Hotel Sky Tower included) that it directly 
operates in Japanese cities and resort areas that are famous world-over, including Tokyo, Kyoto, Hiroshima, 
Karuizawa, Hakone, Sapporo and Furano. Its hotel operation is centered on its three hotel brands: “The 
Prince,” “Grand Prince Hotel” and “Prince Hotel.” In terms of revenues in the hotel industry, Prince Hotels 
holds the top share of the Japanese market. 
 
Furthermore, in addition to its hotels across Japan, Prince Hotels also operates a diverse array of unparalleled 
facilities around the country that bring out the charm of the region in which they are based, such as golf 
courses (28 directly-operated facilities in Japan), ski slopes (nine directly-operated facilities in Japan), hot 
springs, tennis courts, movie theatres and aquariums. 
 
Prince Hotels is also actively pursuing the development of its business globally. In addition to expanding its 
business through the likes of franchises in Hawaii, China and Taiwan (where it has seven hotels, three golf 
courses and one ski slope in operation), the company has also established sales and PR bases in nine 
locations worldwide (Honolulu, Los Angeles, New York, Paris, Singapore, Shanghai, Taipei, Bangkok and 
Sydney) through which it communicates its appeal to the world. 

Exterior view of Global Gate Hotel lobby (Floor 31) Restaurant (Floor 31) 

Fitness room (Floor 32) Premium Corner King Room Sky Twin Room 


